School District Organization

District Organization, Operations, and Cooperative Agreements

The Board believes that the Benjamin School District 25 should be organized around a pattern that will give all students an opportunity to maximize their potential. The Board further recognizes the educational organization should maintain flexibility to allow for new organizational patterns.

The present organizational pattern provides that the instructional program be divided into two levels, elementary which consists of grades kindergarten through four, and middle school which consists of grades five through eight. This pattern results in students being grouped in age ranges, five through nine and ten through fourteen, in which they share common developmental needs. Programs to meet those needs can more effectively be provided in this type of organizational structure.

The District participates in the following joint programs:

1. Illinois Energy Consortium
2. CLIC (Comprehensive Liability Insurance Cooperative)
3. SASED (School Association for Special Education in Du Page County)
4. Du Page/West Cook Low Incidence Cooperative
5. Illinois Gas Cooperative
6. SELF (School Employees Loss Fund)
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